WHY ROAD HUSKY?
•

Craftsmanship- We build our trailers one at a time, and we take pride in
our work. Unlike some of the competition, we don’t use prison labor or
rush them off an assembly line; we have experienced MIG welders and
skilled painters and service technicians, and have been making great
trailers here in Adel, Iowa, USA, since 1986.

•

Materials- only new O.E.M. parts. AC2 treated lumber floors. After our
frames are deburred, cleaned, and treated, we use an epoxy ester primer
and acrylic modified alkyd enamel paint with polyurethane enhancer.
Better materials, better trailers.

•

Heavy Duty- All our steel is A 36 Grade, and our trailers are built for
strength.
Our tandem axle utility trailers are built with 5 x 3 x ¼” angle iron at 6.6#/ft
with wrap around tongue.
Our 2990# GVWR wide utility trailers come with 3500# axles and spring
suspension rated at 4800#.
On axles over 3,500# we add cross frame reinforcement between the
hangers to assure full load carrying capacity.
Since we service all makes of trailers, we are able to see what works and
what breaks, and we continuously improve the design of our trailers.

•

Extras- all our wiring is run through steel wire holders and all connections
soldered. Yes, soldered! No quick connects or wiring stapled to the floor.
That means a safer trailer, with more time on the road and less time
wasted trying to get the lights and brakes to actually work. Our trailers are
DOT legal when manufactured. Yes, our tandem axle trailers have brakes
on both axles and a breakaway kit with battery and charger.

•

Custom- We manufacture over 50 standard sizes, but if there is
something specific you require to meet your needs, we can help find a
solution. From adding a spring assist to the gate, torsion suspension, LED
lighting, or a building a trailer for one specific use, we can help.

•

Service- Whether tires, brake service, suspension repair, annual wheel
bearing repacks, lighting problems, brake controls or hitch installation, we
can help with all your trailer and towing needs. If there were to be a
problem with the Road Husky trailer you purchase, it will be fixed to your
satisfaction.

Why Road Husky? The answer is value. If you want a tough, dependable trailer
that will keep pulling long after the others have died, you need a Road Husky!
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